#FastStart with Conversocial

Get up and running in days
Any company size. Any industry.
A sophisticated approach. Simply delivered.
The #FastStart promise is that regardless of your company’s size,
the complexity of your social customer service program or the
requirements of your team, we are going to get you up and running
in days. We say this with confidence. Why? Because we’ve done it
many times before.
Partnering with Conversocial means that you are trusting your social
customer service in the hands of industry experts, who are going to
alleviate the effort from your team to make your transition into the
social sphere painless, positive and proactive.

Training time? Faster than finishing your lunch.
Some of our customers “get” our platform in as little as 30 minutes.
You won’t need to spend hours ingesting tutorial videos, studying for
a special certification or invest in week long courses to be proficient
with our platform - because it just makes sense.

socialfirst@conversocial.com

@conversocial

“My favorite thing
about Conversocial
is the support from
the team”
Em, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Five day plan to social launch
Training time for your agents is practically “nada” with our natural
interface that is built for speed and ease by automatically filtering
out social noise and smartly dispatching queries. Your agents
systematically work to inbox zero, dealing with the important issues
that are matched to their expertise.

Implementation
Day 1

Manager Training

Strategy
Defining business
requirements and
operational processes

Day 2
Day 3

Configuration
Day 4
Day 5

Platform setup

Agent Training

Launch
Customer Success
• Account management
• Regular business reviews
• Additional professional services
• Ongoing support

Advanced platform
setup and refinement

Waiting is your biggest risk.
If anyone knows the urgency of having an effective social customer
care program, it’s us. That’s why we want to get you up and running
as quickly as possible - with as little effort as possible on your side.
We have aligned all onboarding protocols to make the process fast
and simple for you. We know that social customer care is important,
but not the only channel that your agents must man. We use terms
that are familiar to your teams, and have integrated a platform that
simply makes sense.

socialfirst@conversocial.com

@conversocial

Familiar benchmarking - we didn’t reinvent the wheel
We use common benchmarks you’re accustomed to.
Measure success according to:
Average Handling Time
Resolution Time
0

How long did it take
Jeff from CLEAR
to learn how to use
Conversocial?
30 minutes.

Working to inbox zero!

The conversation has

started , let your journey begin.

Not only is social customer care more convenient for your customers
than email or phone support, it’s even easier for your teams to deliver
with our intuitive platform.

socialfirst@conversocial.com

@conversocial

Conversocial was built for speed and ease
Empower your team to do more with less:
Smart Routing - Social is full of noise. We filter out the
irrelevance, organize the messages that need your attention
into a single inbox, and automatically route conversations
to the right agent. Your customers get the fastest response,
and your agents stay focused on what they do best.
Conversation Threading - Resolve issues faster and make
every interaction more personal with contextual threads that
provide a single view of the customer and the conversation.
Voice of the Social Customer - Real-time tracking shows
the impact social care has on your bottom line with detailed
reports on your team’s performance and your customers’
feedback. Dashboards can be quickly customized to share
actionable insights with the rest of the business.
Collaboration and Management - Effortlessly align your
team structure with easily managed roles and permissions,
collision detection, approval workflows and team-based
routing. Conversocial makes it easy to add more members
as your team grows.
Service Broadcasting - Quickly mass communicate critical
announcements to your social network followers with a
publishing tool built specifically for social customer care.
Communicate to your customers at large in times of crises,
or as a way to provide updates on situations.
Time is ticking and the only thing getting between you and your
social customer is the word Go! We are prepared to get you up and
running so that you can focus on what matters - your customers.

Ready to get things started? We’re ready when you are.
Contact Conversocial Today
socialfirst@conversocial.com

socialfirst@conversocial.com

@conversocial

(646) 375 2492

